In a bottleneck combinatorial problem, the objective is to find a subset to minimize its highest cost of elements from the combinatorial solution space. This paper studies data-driven distributionally robust bottleneck combinatorial problems (DRBCP) with stochastic costs, where the probability distribution of the cost vector is contained in a ball of distributions centered at the empirical distribution specified by the Wasserstein distance. We study two distinct versions of DRBCP from different applications: (i) Motivated by the multi-hop wireless network application, we first study the uncertainty quantification of DRBCP (denoted by DRBCP-U), where decision-makers would like to have an accurate estimation of the worst-case value of DRBCP. The difficulty of DRBCP-U is to handle its max-min-max form. Fortunately, similar to the strong duality of linear programming, the alternative forms of the bottleneck combinatorial problems from their blockers allow us to derive equivalent deterministic reformulations, which can be computed via mixed-integer programs. In addition, by drawing the connection between DRBCP-U and its sampling average approximation counterpart under empirical distribution, we show that the Wasserstein radius can be chosen in the order of negative square root of sample size, improving the existing known results; and (ii) Next, motivated by the ride-sharing application, decision-makers choose the best service-andpassenger matching that minimizes the unfairness. This gives rise to the decision-making DRBCP (denoted by DRBCP-D). For DRBCP-D, we show that its optimal solution is also optimal to its sampling average approximation counterpart, and the Wasserstein radius can be chosen in a similar order as DRBCP-U. When the sample size is small, we propose to use the optimal value of DRBCP-D to construct an indifferent solution space and propose an alternative decision-robust model, which finds the best indifferent solution to minimize the empirical variance. We further show that the decision robust model can be recast as a mixedinteger program. Finally, we extend the proposed models and solution approaches to the distributionally robust Γ −sum bottleneck combinatorial problem (DRΓ BCP), where decision-makers are interested in minimizing the worst-case sum of Γ highest costs of elements.
Introduction

Setting
In a combinatorial problem, there are n elements, indexed by [n] := {1, . . . , n}, and a collection of subsets X ⊆ 2 [n] , where each element j ∈ [n] bears a cost c j . The objective of a bottleneck combinatorial problem (BCP) [26] is to seek the best subset x ∈ X that minimizes its highest cost of elements (i.e., bottleneck cost), defined as min x∈X max j∈x c j , i.e., a BCP can be formulated as
BCP (1) covers many interesting bottleneck problems, e.g., bottleneck shortest path [24] , bottleneck spanning tree [9] , bottleneck assignment [38] , etc. Oftentimes, the cost vector is random, denoted byc, and its probability distribution P is also difficult to characterize. Therefore, this paper considers the Distributionally Robust Combinatorial Bottleneck Problem (DRBCP). Let ambiguity set P represent a distributional family. In this paper, we focus on two interesting variants of DRBCP: uncertainty quantification (DRBCP-U) and decision-making (DRBCP-D), i.e., 
For DRBCP-U (2a), the objective is to determine the value of the worst-case bottleneck cost, while in DRBCP-D (2b), it aims to find the best subset to minimize the worst-case bottleneck cost. Both DRBCP-U (2a) and DRBCP-D (2b) are motivated from real-world applications. For example, in a wireless sensor network (e.g., multi-hop network) [17, 28, 44, 45] , there is usually a pair of transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) and throughout the communication network, there is a minimum data rate requirement, which needs to be strictly enforced; thus, it is important for the wireless network coordinator to determine the data rate between Tx and Rx, i.e., solve DRBCP-U (2a). Another example is that in the bottleneck matching problem [38] (e.g., online matching between rider-sharing drivers and passengers), as the travel time is stochastic, it is important to find a fair matching between rider-sharing drivers and passengers which minimizes the longest waiting time of passengers, i.e., solve DRBCP-D (2b). Besides, DRBCP-D (2b) can be also applied to organ transplanting [31] to fairly distribute available organs to the patients, or to nurses' scheduling problems [29] to minimize the longest overtime workloads.
Wasserstein Ambiguity Set
Given an empirical distribution Pζ constructed using i.i.d. historical data Z = {c k } k∈ [N ] such that Pζ{ζ = c k } = 1/N , this paper considers data-driven Wasserstein ambiguity set (see, e.g., [1, 6-8, 10, 11, 14, 16, 20, 27, 41] as below:
where θ ≥ 0 denotes the Wasserstein radius and for any q ∈ [1, ∞], the Wasserstein distance W q (·, ·) is defined as W q (P 1 , P 2 ) = inf q Ξ×Ξ ξ 1 − ξ 2 q Q(dξ 1 , dξ 2 ) : Q is a joint distribution ofξ 1 andξ 2 with marginals P 1 and P 2 , respectively .
In particular, when q = ∞, it reduces to the ∞−Wasserstein distance W ∞ (P 1 , P 2 ) = inf Q − ess sup ξ 1 −ξ 2 : Q is a joint distribution ofξ 1 andξ 2 with marginals P 1 and P 2 , respectively .
Above, Q-ess sup · is the essential supreme of · with respect to the joint distribution Q, which is formally defined as Q − ess sup ξ 1 −ξ 2 = inf ∆ : Q[ ξ 1 −ξ 2 > ∆] = 0 .
It has been shown in [5] that its corresponding ∞− Wasserstein ambiguity set P ∞ has the following equivalent form
where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. This neat representation has a straightforward interpretation, i.e., the worst-case distribution is also supported by N points and each support point can only deviate at most θ amount from one of the empirical data Z = {c k } k∈ [N ] .
Since W ∞ (·, ·) has the similar statistical performance as W q (·, ·) with q ∈ [1, ∞) [15, 40] , we will focus on ∞−Wasserstein ambiguity set, i.e., throughout this paper, we make the following assumption:
The main results derived in this paper can be also extended to the other q−Wasserstein ambiguity set with q ∈ [1, ∞), which is shown in the appendix. The advantages of using ∞−Wasserstein ambiguity set can be found in recent works (see, e.g., [5, 16, 42] ). Particularly, this paper will show that for DRBCP-U (2a), the resulting formulation using ∞−Wasserstein ambiguity set can be decomposed into N separate mixedinteger programs, and thus can be computed very effectively, while for the other q−Wasserstein ambiguity set with q ∈ [1, ∞), the decomposition is not straightforward and requires additional computational efforts.
Relevant Literature
Bottleneck combinatorial problems (BCPs) have been widely studied in literature [9, 24, 26, 37, 38] . Existing approaches mainly focused on BCPs with deterministic costs and developing polynomial-time algorithms. Recently, some development has been made to study BCPs with random costs, which are mainly focused on algorithms and approximations of some special variants of stochastic BCPs. We separate these works according to DRBCP-U (2a) and DRCBP-D (2b), respectively. Uncertainty Quantification, i.e., DRBCP-U (2a). Existing works attempted to derive the asymptotic behavior of stochastic BCP (see, e.g., [33] ), where the probability distribution of the random costs is given, and the number of elements n tends to be infinite. In [38] , the author derived all of the asymptotic moments of the stochastic bottleneck assignment problem in which edge costs are i.i.d. from a continuous distribution. Similar results can be found in [33] , where the author assumed the distribution is uniform. The work [3] investigated the asymptotic gap between the minimum pessimistic bottleneck cost (i.e, min x∈X max j∈xcj ) and the minimum optimistic bottleneck cost (i.e, min x∈X min j∈xcj ) under the probabilistic setting. All of these works assumed that the probability distribution is known, and the random cost of each element is i.i.d., which might not be realistic. In this paper, we do not assume known probability distribution, but decision-makers can obtain empirical data to construct an ambiguity set. Decision Making, i.e., DRBCP-D (2b). Many existing works focused on stochastic counterpart of DRBCP-D (2b), where a probability distribution is assumed to be known. For example, in [26] , the authors proposed new criteria to generalize stochastic BCPs with discrete random costs. The complexity analysis and approximation results for several special cases were also provided. A similar result can be found in [25] . In [32] , the authors developed algorithms to solve minimax regret bottleneck path problems with interval uncertainty. The work [39] studied risk-averse BCPs and reduced them to deterministic BCPs. In [36] , the authors formulated the stochastic bottleneck spanning trees problem with independently distributed edge weights as a chance constrained program and provided efficient solution algorithms. All of the works mentioned above assumed the known probability distribution, while this paper studies DRBCP-D (2b) with unknown probability distributions. As far as we are concerned, only in [30] , the authors studied a generalization of DRBCP-D to minimize the worst-case sum of Γ highest costs of elements with known marginal distributions, while different from [30] , this paper studies both DRBCP-U and DRBCP-D under the less conservative Wasserstein ambiguity set.
As an effective way for the decision-making under uncertainty without fully knowing the probability distribution, distributionally robust optimization has attracted much attention [8, 10, 12, 16, 21, 22, 41, 43, 46] . Interested readers are referred to [34] for a comprehensive review. However, existing works mainly studied deterministic reformulations of distributionally robust optimization, where the objective function is in the form of either piece-wise convex, piece-wise concave, or two-stage recourse function. This paper presents two unique aspects for distributionally robust optimization: (i) for DRBCP-U (2a), existing deterministic reformulation techniques are not directly applicable due to the complicated minimax operator and thus we develop new techniques, allowing us to represent DRBCP-U (2a) as mixed-integer program (MIP); and (ii) for DRBCP-D (2b), we observe that the sampling average approximation of a stochastic BCP is optimal, which, however, might not generate robust decisions. Thus, we present a better alternative for DRBCP-D (2b), which simultaneously guarantees the robustness of decision as well as the conservatism of objective value.
Summary of Contributions
Since in general solving a BCP is NP-hard [23] , this paper will focus on the deterministic reformulations of DRBCP-U (2a) and DRBCP-D (2b) under ∞−Wasserstein ambiguity set P ∞ and derive their mixed integerprogramming representations. Our main contributions are summarized as below:
(i) By refining set X as an equivalent collection of mutually noncomparable subsets, we are able to derive an equivalent form of BCP (1) . Using the equivalent representations of BCP (1) and P ∞ , we show that DRBCP-U (2a) can be formulated as N separate MIPs. (ii) By drawing the connection between DRBCP-U (2a) and its sampling average approximation counterpart, we show that the Wasserstein radius can be chosen in the order of O(N −1/2 ), i.e., θ = O(N −1/2 ). This observation demonstrates that one does not need too many samples to ensure that with high probability, the optimal value of DRBCP-U (2a) provides an upper bound to the true stochastic BCP. (iii) We observe that the optimal decision of DRBCP-D (2b) is always equal to its sampling average approximation counterpart. Thus, we propose a new decision-robust model, which simultaneously guarantees the robustness of the objective value and the robustness of the decision. (iv) We show that the proposed results can be extended to the distributionally robust Γ −sum bottleneck combinatorial problem (DRΓ BCP), where in a Γ BCP, the objective is to minimize the sum of Γ − highest costs of elements.
Notation. The following notation is used throughout the paper. We use bold-letters (e.g., x, A) to denote vectors and matrices and use corresponding non-bold letters to denote their components. Given a vector or matrix x, its zero norm x 0 denotes the number of its nonzero elements. We let e be the vector or matrix of all ones, and let e i be the ith standard basis vector. Given an integer n, we let [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}, and use R n + := {x ∈ R n : x i ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ [n]}. Given a real number t, we let (t) + := max{t, 0}. Given a finite set I, we let |I| denote its cardinality. We letξ denote a random vector and denote its realizations by ξ. Given a probability distribution P on Ξ, we use P{A} to denote P{ξ : condition A(ξ) holds} when A(ξ) is a condition onξ, and to denote P{ξ :ξ ∈ A} when A ⊆ Ξ. Given a set S and a positive integer Γ , we let S Γ denote the collection of all the size-Γ subsets of S. We use superscript k ∈ [N ] denote the index of scenario k. We let δ(·) denote a Dirac delta function, roughly speaking, δ(t) = ∞, if t = 0, 0, otherwise. Additional notation will be introduced as needed.
Organization. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the definition of clutter and blocking system and an equivalent formulation of BCP. Sections 3 and 4 show the equivalent reformulations and properties of RBCP-U (2a) and DRBCP-D (2b) under ∞−Wasserstein ambiguity set P ∞ . Section 5 shows the numerical illustration and Section 6 extends the results to distributionally robust Γ -sum bottleneck problems. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.
Clutter and Equivalent Dual Representation of BCP (1)
In this section, we will introduce important concepts and preliminary results useful for the main derivations in the following sections.
Clutter and Blocking System
Following from [13, 23, 35] , we first define clutter and blocking system as follows. Then the pair (X, F ) is called a blocking system on [n] and F = b(X) is called the blocker of X.
According to [13] , for any clutter X on [n], its blocker always exists and unique.
The following examples from [13, 23] list some commonly used blocking systems. 
Equivalent Representation of BCP (1)
To derive an equivalent representation of BCP (1), let us first define a set X = X \ {x ∈ X : ∃y ∈ X, y x}, i.e., X is the minimal subset of X. Clearly, we have Lemma 1 X is a clutter.
Proof: For any x ∈ X, there is no y ∈ X such that y x. Thus,X is a clutter. Further, in BCP (1), we can achieve the same optimal value if we replace X byX.
Proof: Let us denote Z(c) = min h∈X max i∈h c i . Since X ⊆ X, we must have Z(c) ≥ Z(c).
On the other hand, according to the definition of X, for each x ∈ X, there must exist an h ∈ X such that h ⊆ x, which implies that max i∈h c i ≤ max i∈x c i . Thus, we must have min h∈X max i∈h c i ≤ min x∈X max i∈x c i , i.e., Z(c) ≤ Z(c).
Finally, we present the equivalent formulation of (5).
Theorem 1 Suppose F is the blocker of X. Then BCP (1) is equivalent to
Proof: According to Lemma 1, X is a clutter and its blocker F exists and is unique. Then the conclusion follows from Lemma 2 and the theorem on page 300 in [13] . The result in Theorem 1 is key to the reformulation of DRBCP-U (2a), i.e., this result essentially allows us to reformulate max-min-max into max-max-min and thus to switch the outer maximum operators.
DRBCP-U (2a): Equivalent Reformulation, MIP Representation, and Confidence Bounds
In this section, we will derive the equivalent reformulation of DRBCP-U (2a), which motivates us to develop a MIP representation and to study its connection to the sampling average approximation counterpart. Similar conclusions follow for DRBCP-U (2a) under q−Wasserstein ambiguity set, which can be found in Appendix A except the more computationally expensive reformulations due to the additional dual multiplier.
Equivalent Reformulation
Using the representation (4) of ∞−Wasserstein ambiguity set P ∞ , we first derive a deterministic representation of DRBCP-U (2a).
where F is defined in Theorem 1 and t k * (y) is the unique optimizer of
Proof: We split the proof into the following two steps.
Step 1. Equivalent Representation of DRBCP-U (2a). According to the representation (4) and Theorem 1,
By swapping the two maximization operators and linearizing the inner minimization operator, we further have
To simplify the inner maximization, we let β k j = c k j −t k for all j ∈ y and define set
where the second equality is due to the optimality condition that at optimality, if j ∈ y \ I k (t k , y), we must have β k j = −t k +c k j , otherwise, β k j = 0. Step 2. Obtaining Optimal t k . Next, suppose that y = y 1 , . . . , y |y| such that −∞ <c k y1 ≤ . . . ≤c k y |y| < c k y |y|+1 := +∞. Also, suppose that
Now, we are going to show that Claim the optimal t k * (y) is unique.
Proof: To prove the uniqueness of t k * (y), it is sufficient to show that the set I k (t k * (y), y) is unique. We prove it by contradiction. Suppose that I k (t k * (y), y) is not unique, then there exists two optimal solutions t k 1 * (y), t k 2 * (y) such that I k (t k 1 * (y), y) I k (t k 2 * (y), y). Since t k 1 * (y) satisfies (9c), we have
Since t k 2 * (y) satisfies (9b) and I k (t k 1 * (y), y) I k (t k 2 * (y), y), we have the following two inequalities
which imply that
The result in Theorem 2 shows that DRBCP-U (2a) is equivalent to sum of N robust BCPs. Thus, to obtain the value v U of DRBCP-U (2a), we can solve N separate robust BCPs, which can be done in parallel. Another observation is that if we choose L 1 norm in Theorem 2, we can further simplify its result.
where
.
According to (10) , the value of DRBCP-U is equal to the average of robust values from N scenarios, and within each scenario, we find the subset that maximizes the average of its several smallest elements instead of its bottleneck value. This result will indeed ensure the robustness of the DRBCP-U value. Finally, we remark the characterization of the worst-case distribution of DRBCP-U (2a), i.e., the worstcase {c k } k∈[N ] defined in (4) .
Then the worst-case probability distribution of DRBCP-U (2a) is
The result in Corollary 2 shows that the worst cast distribution has N support, where each support point slightly deviates from one of the empirical data Z = {c k } k∈[N ] to enforce the robustness of the DRBCP-U value.
Mixed-Integer Programming Representation
Another side product of Theorem 2 is that to compute the optimal value v U of DRBCP-U (2a) is equivalent to the average of N separate MIPs.
Proposition 1 Suppose that the blocker F admits a binary programming representation
Proof: According to the proof of Theorem 2
Above, we can augment the vector β k by defining free variable β k j for each j ∈ [n] \ y and rewrite it as
To prove that (12) and (11) are equivalent, we only need to show that β k j ≥ −M k j for each j ∈ [n]. Since at optimality, β k j is equal to 0 or −t k +c k j . Thus, it is sufficient to find an upper bound of t k . According to (8), we have
We remark that: (i) to obtain v U , one needs to solve N MIPs (11) , which can be done in parallel; and (ii) as long as r is a rational number, using the conic quadratic representation results in [4] , the MIP (11) essentially can be formulated as a mixed-integer second order conic program (MISOCP).
The following example illustrates the MIP formulation proposed in Proposition 1.
Example 5 Given a graph G(V, E), suppose that X denotes all s − t paths, then according to Example 2, its blocker F denotes all the s − t cuts. To compute v U of distributionally robust bottleneck shortest path, it is
Confidence Bounds
In this subsection, we compare the optimal value v U of DRBCP-U (2a) with its sampling average approximation counterpart, which further motivates us on how to choose the Wasserstein radius θ. Let us define the sampling average approximation of stochastic BCP with empirical distribution Pζ as below:
Suppose that the true distribution is P T , then the stochastic BCP under the true distribution is defined as
To begin with, we would like to show the relationship between v U and v SAA U .
Proof: In (8), we have
, according to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, it is sufficient to show that for each y ∈ F , we must have
In (8), we first observe that at optimality, the inequality constraint must be equality:
otherwise, we can further increase t k * (y). Thus,
where the first inequality is due toc k j ≥ min j∈yc k j for each j ∈ I k (t k * (y), y) and the second inequality is because |I k (t k * (y), y)| ≤ |y|. This completes the proof. Now we are ready to show the following main result of the relationship between the value of DRBCP-U v U and true value v T U .
Proof: Since the proof of Part (ii) is very similar to that of Part (i), thus we will only prove Part (i). According to Proposition 2, it is sufficient to prove
i.e.,
Letting e − λ 2 3 := , i.e., λ = −3 log( ) and θ := λσN − 1 2 min y∈F |y| 1 r , we arrive at the conclusion. We make the following remarks about Theorem 3.
(a) If we focus on convergence of the optimal objective value instead of probability distribution, then the Wasserstein radius should be chosen in the order of O(N − 1 2 ) rather than O(N − 1 n ) shown in [14, 15] . (b) The asymptotic rate O(N − 1 2 ) has been observed in [8] from a different angle. However, our rate is non-asymptotic. (c) In practice, we can select a list of θ values and choose the smallest θ from this list such that v U ≥ v T U with high probability.
DRBCP-D (2b): Equivalent Reformulation, and Alternative Decision-Robust Form
In this section, we derive an equivalent reformulation of DRBCP-D (2b) and propose an alternative decisionrobust model to ensure the robustness of decision.
Equivalent Reformulation and Confidence Bounds
In this subsection, we show that for DRBCP-D (2b), its sampling average approximation counterpart always provides an optimal solution, which motivates us a choice of Wasserstein radius θ.
Let us first define the sampling average approximation of stochastic decision-making BCP as below:
Suppose that the true distribution is P T , then the stochastic decision-making BCP under the true distribution is defined as
We first observe that DRBCP-D (2b) and model (15a) have the same optimal solution.
Proposition 3
Let v SAA D be the optimal value in (15a).
Then
Proof: According to the representation (4), we have
where the third equality is due to swapping two maximization operators and the definition of dual norm.
This result is quite interesting and motivates us to seek an alternative model for DRBCP-D (2b). In addition, we make the following remarks.
(i) The result in Proposition 3 holds for any q−Wasserstein ambiguity set with q ∈ [1, ∞).
(ii) This result shows that applying distributionally robustness into the objective function may indeed only ensure the robustness of objective function. In next subsection, we will propose an alternative decision-robust model for DRBCP-D (2b). (iii) One might want to strengthen the result in Proposition 3 by adding support of the random vectorc.
However, if the support is large enough, we can still obtain the same result.
Similar to Proposition 1, we show that v SAA D can be obtained by solving an MIP, and according to Proposition 3, so is v D . The proof is based upon straightforward linearization and is thus omitted.
Proposition 4
Suppose that set X admits a binary programming representation X ⊆ {0, 1} n . Then model (15a) is equivalent to the following MIP:
where L k := min τ ∈[n]c k τ . Next, we will show the relationship between the value of DRBCP-D v D and the true value v T D defined in (15b).
Theorem 4
Suppose that there exists a positive σ such that E P T [exp((max j∈xcj − E P T [max j∈xcj ]) 2 /σ 2 )] ≤ e a.s. for each x ∈ X. Given ∈ (0, 1), then
Proof: Since the proof of Part (ii) is very similar to that of Part (i), thus we only prove Part (i). According to Proposition 2, it is sufficient to prove
for each x ∈ X. Thus, applying the union bound, we have
where the last inequality is due to |X| ≤ 2 n . Let 2 n e − λ 2 3 := , i.e., λ = −3 log( ) + 2n log(2) and θ := λσN − 1 2 , we arrive at the conclusion. In Theorem 4, we note that if the sample size is large enough, then the decision of DRBCP-D (2b) will be close to that of the true problem (15b). This might not hold if the sample size is small (i.e., N is small). Thus, to address this issue, in the next subsection, we propose an alternative decision-robust model.
Finally, we remark that the worst-case distribution of DRBCP-D (2b), i.e., the worst-case {c k } k∈[N ] defined in the representation (4) . 
An Alternative Decision-Robust Model
Proposition 3 shows that the optimal solution of the model (15a) is always optimal to DRBCP-D (2b), which might not be ideal, especially when the sample size is small. Alternatively, we consider the following lower level set
which corresponds to the set of indifferent solutions to model (15a). Here, Wasserstein radius θ provides an indifferent level and needs to be properly chosen (we will discuss this issue at the end of this section). Next, we choose the most robust subset x that minimizes its sampling variance within the lower level set L θ (X); i.e., we consider the following "decision-robust" model:
where V P [·] denotes the variance function with probability distribution P. Our next result shows that the decision-robust model (17b) can be formulated as an MISOCP.
Proposition 5 Suppose that set X admits a binary programming representation X. Then the decision-robust model (17b) is equivalent to the following MISOCP Proof: Since set X admits a binary programming representation X, thus according to the definition, the decision-robust model (17b) is equivalent to
Next, for each k ∈ [N ], we let v k = max j∈[n]c k j z j and linearize it by introducing additional variables λ k j ∈ [0, 1] for all j ∈ [n]. Thus, we arrive at (18) . We make the following remarks about decision-robust model (17b).
(i) To solve the decision-robust model (17b), one needs to solve model (15a) first and obtain its optimal value v SAA D . (ii) The decision-robust model (17b) is different from mean-variance optimization [2] , where the objective of the latter is to jointly minimize the weighted mean and variance. (iii) The Wasserstein radius θ here means the indifferent level. One can choose θ using the results in Theorem 4, or suppose that the optimal solution of model (15a) is x SAA , one can choose
In numerical study, we will use cross validation to choose a proper θ. (iv) As long as θ → 0 as N → ∞, the optimal solution to decision-robust model (17b) will eventually converge to the optimal solution of true decision model (15b).
The following example shows how to use Proposition 5 to reformulate decision-robust model (17b) as an MISOCP.
Example 6
Suppose that there are m ride-sharing drivers and m passengers waiting for a matching, and the travel timec ij from driver i to passenger j is stochastic. Our objective is to find a decision-robust fair matching, which minimizes the largest travel time of the matching. Following Proposition 5, this decisionrobust fair matching can be formulated as
Numerical Illustrations
In this section, we provide numerical illustrations for both DRBCP-U (2a) and DRBCP-D (2b). All the instances are coded in Python 3.0 with calls to Gurobi 7.5 on a personal computer with 2.3 GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 8G of memory.
Numerical Illustration of DRBCP-U (2a)
In this numerical study, we consider a wireless sensor network (i.e., multi-hop network), where the bandwidth has been normalized to 1 unit. Suppose that there is a channel (Tx-Rx) with transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx), which needs to meet a data rate (i.e., minimum capacity) requirement. Since data rate governs the speed of data transmission of the channel, thus in order to know how fast we can send data (in bits per second) over the channel, it is important to decide whether this requirement can be guaranteed. We also suppose each data packet is not separable, i.e., there is no flow split, and the link capacity is measured periodically and is broadcast across the network. The uncertainty of link capacity is mainly because of (i) receiver's signal to noise ratio (SNR), and (ii) the network delay. For each channel i ∈ [n], we use Shannon capacity to calculate the theoretical highest data ratec i following the work [18] , i.e.,
where B i is the bandwidth, ξ i ∼ exp(1), SNR i is the signal-to-noise ratio. Specifically, SNR i is computed as
where p i is the transmission power, σ 2 is the noise level, d i is the distance from the transmitter to the receiver. In this numerical study, we suppose that B i = 1HZ, p i ∼ uniform(0.1, 0.2)W , σ 2 = 1 × 10 −10 W , d macro ∼ uniform(0.03, 0.07) km. In addition, we suppose that the network constitutes of 20 nodes and 190 edges, i.e., it is a 20-node complete undirected graph. As the objective of the multi-hop network is to find the smallest data rate, thus DRBCP-U (2a) becomes inf P∈P E P [max x∈X min j∈xcj ] with X denoting all the s − t paths, where the results in this paper straightforwardly follows.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of Model (13), we generate three different instances with sample size N ∈ {100, 250, 500}. For each instance, we consider the Wasserstein radius θ ∈ {0.0, 0.02, . . . , 0.20}, norm · 1 , and norm · 2 (i.e., r ∈ {1, 2}). The computational results can be found in Table 1 , where "Time" represents the total running time for solving an instance with a particular parametric setting, "95% of v SAA U " represents the 95% confidence interval (CI) of the optimal value of Model (14a), and "θ * " is the smallest Wasserstein radius such that its corresponding v U is below the 95% CI of v SAA U . In Table 1 , we see that by exploring the decomposition structure, each instance can be solved within 3 minutes. On the other hand, there is no much difference between norm · 1 and norm · 2 except the computational time. Thus, in practice, we recommend using · 1 (i.e., r = 1) in our reformulations. The optimal Wasserstein radius is decreasing as N increases, which is consistent with the intuition that the Wasserstein radius shrinks as the sample size grows.
Finally, we also test DRBCP-U (2a) under q−Wasserstein ambiguity set with q = 2 using the same instances, where the formulation can be found in the appendix. We display the numerical results in Table 3 in Appendix A.4 due to the page limit, where we let λ * denote the best dual multiplier found. For norm · 2 (i.e., r = 2), each instance takes more than an hour to solve, and is thus not included in Table 3 . Compared to the results in Table 1 , it is seen that the running time of DRBCP-U (2a) under ∞−Wasserstein ambiguity set is much shorter than that of DRBCP-U (2a) under 2−Wasserstein ambiguity set, which is mainly because the reformulation of the former does not have dual multiplier, while the reformulation of the latter has. On the other hand, we can also see that by choosing a proper Wasserstein radius, DRBCP-U under each ambiguity set delivers a similar objective value, respectively. Thus, this implies that in practice, we recommend using the ∞−Wasserstein ambiguity set due to its shorter running time and similar statistical performances. 
Numerical Illustrations of Decision Robust Model (17b)
We generate two sets of numerical study to illustrate the decision robust model (17b).
First Set of Numerical Study: Using Real-world Dataset-
To demonstrate the effectiveness of decision robust model (17b), in our first set of numerical study, we test the bottleneck matching Example 6. We suppose that there are 9 drivers and 9 passengers, where the travel time between each pair of driver and passenger is stochastic. We use the 2018 New York taxi record data, from https://www1.nyc.gov/site/tlc/ about/tlc-trip-record-data.page, where we treat average monthly travel time as a sample and thus, there are 12 empirical samples in total. We use the following cross-validation method to choose the optimal θ: (i) We randomly choose 8 samples as the training dataset and the other 4 samples as the testing dataset; (ii) Given each θ ∈ {0, 0.05, 0.1, · · · , 1.0}, we solve the decision robust model (20a) using training dataset and evaluate the mean and variance of its optimal solution using the testing dataset; and (iii) We repeat steps (i) and (ii) 50 times and compute the 95% confidence intervals of the estimated mean and variance. The computational results are illustrated in Figure 1 .
From Figure 1 , it is seen that the expected objective value slightly increases as θ grows. On the other hand, the variance reduces significantly as θ increases, in particular, when θ is small. Thus, in general, we recommend users choosing a proper θ such that the objective value of its corresponding optimal solution is relatively the same as SAA, but its variability is much smaller. In this numerical instance, we recommend In particular, we consider two cases with α = 10 and α = 100. For each case, we generate three different testing instances with sample size N ∈ {10, 20, 40}, respectively. For the case α = 10, we consider the candidate θ ranging from {0, 1, · · · , 10}, while for the case α = 100, we consider the candidate θ ranging from {0, 5, · · · , 50}. In addition, for each instance, we evaluate the optimal solution of the decision robust model (20a) and its 95% confidence interval by generating 10 5 i.i.d. samples. The computational results are displayed in Table 2 .
In Table 2 , "Time" represents the total running time for solving an instance, "95% CI of Solutions" represents the 95% confidence interval (CI) of evaluating the optimal solution of the decision robust model (20a). Note that θ = 0 represents SAA model. It is seen that the SAA solution can be inferior to the solution of the decision robust model (20a), even for the instances with the larger sample size N = 40. The phenomenon is even more striking when the variance of the true distribution increases. Since the deviations after positivenegative sign in the column "95% CI of Solutions" are proportional to the sample standard deviation of 10 5 samples, it is seen that for the majority instances with θ > 0, their confidence intervals are smaller than SAA model, which is consistent with the objective of the decision robust model (20a). On the other hand, since the decision robust model (20a) involves big-M coefficients and more auxiliary variables, thus its running time is often longer than that of the SAA. In practice, if the sample size is small and the distributionally robust optimization model does not offer better solutions, we recommend using decision robust model as a better alternative.
Extension: Distributionally Robust Γ -sum Bottleneck Combinatorial Problems (DRΓ BCP)
In this section, we extend the developed results into distributionally robust Γ -sum bottleneck combinatorial problems (DRΓ BCP), where the decision-makers are interested in the worst-case sum of Γ − largest elements instead of the bottleneck element. Thus, following the notation of BCP (1), DRBCP-U (2a), and DRBCP-D (2a), their Γ -sum counterparts, i.e., Γ BCP, DRΓ BCP-U, DRΓ BCP-U, can be formulated as below:
where we assume that all the elements in X have the size at least Γ . Please note that in [30] , the authors studied DRΓ BCP-D with known marginal distributions, while this paper studies both DRΓ BCP-U and DRΓ BCP-D under the less conservative Wasserstein ambiguity set.
DRΓ BCP-U (21b): Equivalent Reformulations and Confidence Bounds
Following the same definition ofX in Section 2.2, we can show that the following result. The proof is similar to Lemma 2 and is thus omitted.
Next, let us define Γ −blocker F Γ as
: ∀h ∈ X such that y ∩ h Γ = ∅ and y is minimal with this property , where for any given set S, we let S Γ denote the collection of all its size-Γ subsets. Then we present the equivalent dual formulation of Γ BCP (22) .
Proof: Let Z Γ (c) denote the value of the right-hand side of (23) . We separate the proof into two steps. 
where the first inequality is due to x Γ ∩y ⊆ y, the second inequality is due to the fact that minimization is no larger than maximization, and the third one is due to x Γ ∩ y ⊆ x Γ . Since the above inequalities hold for any y ∈ F Γ and x ∈X, thus we must have Z Γ (c) ≥ Z Γ (c).
Γ such that their corresponding objective values are sorted in ascending order, i.e., j∈s1 c j ≤ . . . ≤ j∈si c j ≤ . . . ≤ j∈s ( n γ )
for some x ∈X. Clearly, for any such x, according to our construction, we must have s i1 ⊆ x, otherwise, we can reduce i 1 , a contradiction. Thus, we have
On the other hand, since x γ ⊆ {s i } i∈[i1 −1] for any x ∈X, thus for any x ∈X, there must exist s ix ⊆ x for some ix ∈ {i 1 , . . . , n γ }. Therefore, according to the minimality property of the elements of Γ −blocker F Γ , there exists at least one y ∈ F Γ such that y ⊆ {s i } i∈[i=i1,...,( n γ )] . Hence,
We are ready to present the main results of reformulations and confidence bounds.
Theorem 6 (Reformulations) Suppose · = · r with r ≥ 1, then
min x∈X max s⊆x,|s|=Γ j∈sc k j denote the sampling average approximation counterpart of DRΓ BCP-U (21b). Then
Proof:
(i) According to the representation (4) and Theorem 5, we have
By swapping the two maximization operators and letting β k j = c k j −c k j , we further have
According to the optimality condition, we must have β k j ≥ 0 for all j ∈ ∪ s∈y s, thus we arrive at (24a). (ii) According to (24a), we note that Note that H(β) is symmetric concave function and the constraint system {β : j∈∪s∈ys (β k j ) r ≤ θ r , β k j ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ ∪ s∈y s} is also symmetric. Thus, the optimal value of max j∈∪ s∈y s (β k j ) r ≤θ r ,β k j ≥0,∀j∈∪s∈ys
The following results on confidence bounds follow the similar proof techniques in Theorem 7, and thus their proofs are omitted for brevity.
Theorem 7
Let v T U Γ = E P T [min x∈X max s⊆x,|s|=Γ j∈sc j ] denote stochastic Γ BCP under the true distribution P T . Suppose that there exists a positive σ such that
DRΓ BCP-D (21c): Equivalent Reformulations, Confidence Bounds, and Alternative Decision-Robust Model
In this subsection, we will provide equivalent reformulations, and confidence bounds of DRΓ BCP-D (21c). Similarly, DRΓ BCP-D (21c) may not yield robust decisions when the sample size is small, and therefore, we propose an alternative decision-robust model. The proofs in this subsection are almost identical to those in Section 4 and are thus omitted. We first summarize the reformulation results. 
where L k := min τ ∈[n]c k τ .
Next, we summarize the confidence bounds.
Theorem 9
Let v T DΓ = min x∈X E P T [ k∈[N ] max s⊆x,|s|=Γ j∈sc j ] denote stochastic decision-making Γ BCP with true distribution P T . Suppose that there exists a positive σ such that
a.s. for each x ∈ X. Given ∈ (0, 1) and r ∈ [1, ∞], then
Finally, we propose the following decision-robust model as an alternative of DRΓ BCP-D (21c).
v γ DR = min
Finally, we show that the decision-robust model (26) can be formulated as an MISOCP.
Proposition 6
Suppose that set X admits a binary programming representation X. Then the decision-robust model (17b) is equivalent to the following MISOCP
Conclusion
This paper studies distributionally robust bottleneck combinatorial problems (DRCBP) under Wasserstein ambiguity set. Motivated by different applications, this paper focuses on two variants of DRCBP: DRCBP-U and DRCBP-D: (i) Motivated by the multi-hop wireless network, for DRCBP-U, the decision-makers would like to have a reliable estimation of the values of the stochastic bottleneck combinatorial problem; and (ii) Motivated by ride-sharing transportation problem, for DRCBP-D, the decision-makers seek the best decision to minimize the worst-case bottleneck objective function. In both models, the underlying true probability distributions are assumed to be not fully specified and are contained in an ambiguity set defined by a ball centered at empirical distribution within a certain Wasserstein distance. For both DRCBP-U and DRCBP-D, we derive their equivalent reformulations, demonstrate that they can be computed effectively as mixed-integer programs, and show that the Wasserstein radius can be chosen less conservatively by establishing their connections to the sampling average approximation counterparts. We show that the results can be extended to distributionally robust Γ −sum bottleneck combinatorial problems (DRΓ CBP), where the decision-makers would like to know the worst-case sum of Γ largest elements instead of the bottleneck element.
Appendix A. DRBCP-U (2a) under q−Wasserstein Ambiguity Set: Equivalent Reformulation, MIP Representation, and Confidence Bounds
For the completeness of this paper, in this appendix, we provide parallel results for DRBCP-U (2a) under q−Wasserstein ambiguity set (3) with q ∈ [1, ∞).
A.1 Equivalent Reformulation
We first derive a deterministic representation of DRBCP-U (2a) under q−Wasserstein ambiguity set.
Theorem 10 Suppose · = · r with r ≥ 1, then DRBCP-U (2a) q−Wasserstein ambiguity set is equivalent to
where F is defined in Theorem 1 and set I k (t, y) = {j ∈ y : t − c k j ≥ 0}.
Proof: According to Theorem 1 and theorem 1 in [16] , we have 
where the second equality is due to the optimality condition that in order to maximize t k , if j ∈ y \ I k (t k , y), we must have β k j = −t k +c k j , otherwise, β k j = 0.
A.2 Mixed Integer Programming Representation
Note that in Theorem 10, the outer minimization problem is a univariate convex program and thus can be solved efficiently via the bisection method. We then observe that for any given λ, the inner maximizations in DRBCP-U (29) can be decomposed into N separate MIPs. (ii) let θ = N − 1 2 σq −1/q −3 log( ) = O(N − 1 2 ). Then we have
The proof is almost identical to Theorem 3 and is thus omitted. 
A.4 Numerical Illustration
